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im having problems with this dungeon because now we have to kill by having 3 sentry so I can't just put up with the sentry and let my friend kill them.my the only hard part is getting into the melee range. any technique or skills that can help? :) is it easier to install a dungeon I can master? also would like an explanation of too :)Page 2 14 comments Minerva - 5
years ago 6 Piece Bonus should be active: a six-piece bonus set should be active for Pilar spawning and enter the portal. You can do this by equipping all 6 pieces or equipping 5 pieces with a ring of royal majesty worn or in Kaai's Cuba. Hardcore players can DIE in the dungeon set: When you tend to die, instead you'll be set at 1hp. The monster animation
attack will still go through, but no damage will result. When the portal spawns NOT EXIT! Any monster that is pulled into place will be waiting for you. It is best to clear the area around Pilar, along with establishing the difficulty of the game as normal as the dungeons are pre-defined. The safest measure can be to be teleported back to the city right inside the
dungeon set. Set Dungeon Maps Don't Change: Each set has its own unique layout of maps, monster types and crowd density. This is great for planning your itinerary based on the map you're in and allows you to develop your own strategy to complete the Dungeon. It is normal not to complete the dungeon on the 1st, 3rd or even 10th time. It's an
experience as much as a gaming experience. Wrong time and learn a little more each time. Followers are allowed: Followers can accompany you to the Dungeon set, however, it is best to leave them behind as many of their crowd control attacks can prevent you from setting the target of the dungeon. Set Dungeons must be completed by you: Allies can help
you by pulling and killing monsters, however, the credit will not be awarded to them. Completion and Mastering Awards: Mastering the Dungeon Set gives you a new Sigil banner. Mastering all the set of dungeons for the class provides an exclusive pennant. For fulfilling the basic requirements for all Set Dungeons will award an exclusive pair of Wings.
Meeting the skill requirements for all of them will give you another set of wings. Set Dungeon Completing Wings Set Dungeon Mastery Wings Incarnation of Marauder PORTAL LOCATION: ACT 3 - BRIDGE OF KORSIKK Directions: Take waypoint to the Korsikk Bridge. You will need to make your way past the monsters in the center of the map. You will find
a portal at the end of a small path that hangs over the pit of fire. This map is a little big, so here's a hint! Remember the purpose in campaign mode for this area? This was where you had to destroy 3 Demonic Ballista and Trebuchet's objective war machines. The portal is located where Trebuchet was. 1st goal - kill monsters without taking deadly damage.
The 2nd goal is to kill enemies with 3 or or Active records (140 enemies). The third goal - Don't let enemies in melee range. Natalia Revenge PORTAL LOCATION: ACT 1 - WORTHAM CHAPEL CELLAR Directions: Take waypoint to the wortham Chapel Cellar. Make your way to the exit of the basement and pass through the Wortham entrance. As soon as
you enter Wortham from the basement, you will find the portal directly at the top right of the entrance you have just passed. The 1st goal is to kill all the monsters without taking the deadly damage. 2nd goal - Maintaining the rain revenge for 90 seconds. The third goal is don't exhaust your hatred. SHADOW Mantle PORTAL LOCATION: ACT 5 -
PANDEMONIUM FORTRESS LEVEL 2 Directions: Take a point of track to Pandemonium Fortress Level 2. You will need to make your way through the fortress to Pandemonium Fortress Level 3. As soon as you enter, you will see the portal right in front of you. The 1st goal is to kill all the monsters without taking the deadly damage. 2nd Goal - Impale's
Chain Bonus Damage hits 20 consecutive enemies (5 times). The third goal is to slow down various enemies with your shadow power (45 enemies). Unhallowed Essence PORTAL LOCATION: ACT 2 - HOWLING PLATEAU Directions: Take a point of track to the Thoy Plateau and retreat to the left as if you were running back to Caldeum. You will find a
portal almost directly between the point of the track and the Caldeum checkpoint in the bottom right corner. Here's a little hint! This is just before you would meet Eirena Enchantress for the first time in campaign mode. In Adventure mode, it's right after exiting the canyon where sand wasps and falling cliffs. The 1st goal is to kill all the monsters without taking
the deadly damage. 2nd goal - Hit 20 enemies with one Multishot (6 times). The third goal - Never fall below 50% Discipline. (Editor's Note) This guide was updated from the hard work Minerva originally put in many seasons ago. Also, a special thank you to a friend of the site, Nite, for helping in collecting all the images. Thank you both for your contribution.
MINERVA'S CONTACT INFO Twitch - Twitter - Facebook - YouTube So at the moment they're rolling another class just to master one dungeon set.... they are all as dumb as looters? I've got 3 monsters to the left of the marauder dungeon finish, but then the rock worm gets in the melee range. Please tell me that there is a dungeon set that is more sensible
than this I've spent 2 hours on nothing: after getting frustrated marauder I directed the shade of the mantle. which was more disappointing somehow. so then I targeted nats and it was easy as cakePage 2 30 comments 1. A review of the incarnation of The Marauder Set Dungeon incarnation of the Marauder Set Dungeon is in Act III, The Field Massacre.
Teleport to the Korsikk waypoint bridge and head up through this giant open area. Head to the center of the map where Trebuchet is in the campaign (the device hangs over the massive chasm). In adventure mode, it should be replaced by a portal for a dungeon set if you have a Marauder 6-piece bonus active. The incarnation of marauder Set Dungeon two
unique main targets: 1) Kill 140 enemies with 3 or more Sentries active; And 2) Don't let enemies in melee range. The incarnation of Marauder Set Dungeon is Act 5 Cave tile of three interconnected rings, one larger and two smaller. The proposed way would be to take immediately immediately after the start zone and clear the two smaller rings on the right,
leaving a larger left cavern ring for the latter. The incarnation of the Marauder Dungeon is inhabited by several types of enemies: The Lashers of the Spine, the quill Anddami, and the Golgors, the swarms of debris that inhabit much of this dungeon. Harmless, but will close on you relatively quickly and not a melee target if you are not careful. Rockworms are
the biggest threat to melee range targets, these buried monsters will tunnel right under your feet. Angry marauders are unique enemies of the map. They resemble Golgor Garbage Act 3, but also have Desecrator and frozen affixes. Like their garbage brothers, these elites should pose no threat if you play build properly. 2. Tips for the incarnation of Marauder
Install Dungeon Marauder Set Dungeon is fairly easy to complete, without fastidious requirements and waiver conditions. We recommend that you play a Rocket-based variation of our Marauder Cluster Arrow based on Icy Veins, as the Grenade-based GR version will be dangerously close to the failure of the melee goal. If you are new to the Marauder
playstyle, simply know that it revolves around installing Sentry towers continuously as you advance through the level. Make a point to place Sentry as soon as it comes from cooling down, since you will move quickly and can easily and understandably lose your current active number. The default skill will allow you 2 charges, so you'll need at least an
appropriate custom engineering passive, but ideally dedicated Bombardier backpack quiver as well. As mentioned earlier, Rockworms are the only real threat in this dungeon, apart from vaulting carelessly into invisible trash and failing the 2nd goal itself. Pay attention to the mini-card for the appearance of the Rockworm, and use their momentary delay as
they prepare for the spring from under you in the Sanctuary far to safety. 3. Build to embody Marauder Set Dungeon (diablo3.com Link) To help you with the farming gear you need for your builds, we have two very useful guides that you can access by clicking on the links below: Rescue Guide to help you quickly check whether or not you can safely salvage
a piece of gear and a legendary agricultural guide to help you effectively farm legends and set items. Legendary Point of Rescue Guide to Agriculture and install Elements 4. Ku Kanai 5. Changelog 02 mar. 2018: Added guide. Show Show diablo 3 marauder set dungeon location
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